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By Jim Gellatly
PYRO
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confidently
still
they
But
rocked a sold out SSE Hydro
in Glasgow, alongside pal Paolo
Nutini.

Watch a clip
of the band:
thescottishsun.co.uk

The band are best known for taking on the John Lewis Christmas
single last Christmas, a cover of
Randy Crawford’s classic One Day
I’ll Fly Away.
But even that didn’t go as big as
the other stars who’ve done it, like
Lily Allen and Tom Chaplin.
Ben admitted: “The thing about
our song, it was kind of a film
score thing.
“It was more unusual than the
other ads.
“Ours was a big Hollywood film
score, so less of a radio single.
“So it didn’t do the whole radio
audience, but in terms of people
reading a newspaper, they heard
about us and went, ‘Oh, who are
wouldn’t
I
But
Vaults?’.
change anything abut it.
“Being in Abbey Road all
day recording with a 150piece orchestra, hanging
out in The Beatles’ room
and playing their piano.
“In terms of a bucket list
thing, it was the top for a
musician.
“Back in the day, there
were music magazines that
carried a lot of weight.
“That’s not so much the
point now. So things like
the ad are really use-

NEW RELEASES

Paolo’s gamble
on us paid off
ful and the timing for us, our album
was going to come out in the early
part of this year - but we released it
a couple of months early to tie in.”
The album — titled Caught In Still
Life — has gone down a storm.
It took a long time to finally arrive,
one of the delays was Ben being
diagnosed
with
testicular
cancer
which he’s now beaten.
Ben said: “It’s such a relief to have
it out — fans were asking about
it for about a year and a half.
“And people seem really
positive about it.
“We’ve all been pleasantly surprised.
“As it’s been so long
coming,
some
of
the
songs have been out for a
couple of years now.
“So we needed to get a
balance of pissing people off
by leaving out songs they
wanted and not boring
them with songs they
all knew. We’ve

always been into the cathartic side of
songwriting. If you’ve got something
dark in your head and want to get it
out, then songs are a good way to do
that. Not a lot of our music is that
down-tempo.
“It’s a balance between being
things people can dance to, but if
you want to get into and listen to it
on headphones — you can analyse the
song’s lyrics that way.”
And Ben reckons having their
physical album on the shelves has
turned them a real band, despite all
the other plaudits they’ve got.
He added: “I don’t think you are a
real band until you’ve got that first
record out.
“You think it doesn’t matter in
these days of streaming and playlists.
“But actually, people still do want a
full LP to get their heads into.
“And it alters how your fan base
see you, when they’ve got that proper
record in their hands.”
l YOU can get tour tickets at:
www.entervaults.com

ONE2SEE

CANADIAN twin sisters Tegan
& Sara released their first
album 18 years ago.
But only now are they getting mainstream attention.
Don’t be fooled, they’re not
over the hill. Their style and
sound is edgy — they started
as teenagers.
And their UK tour hits Glasgow’s 02 ABC on February 17.
Go to teganandsara.com

ONE2HEAR

NAO has had the dream start
to 2017. Her debut album was
a huge success
And she’s also landed a Brit
nomination for Best Female
alongside Emeli Sande and
Ellie Goulding.
Now Nao is keeping the
momentum going with new
single In the Morning — and
it’s a cracker. Listen to it now
on Spotify.

TY SEGALL

MARK EITZEL

LUCY SPRAGGAN

TOOTHLESS

POSSIBLY the most prolific man in
music, Segall bowls into 2017 with a
self-titled effort that retains all his
refreshing exuberance and flair.
The glam stomp of Break A Guitar
ushers in his ninth solo album while
Talkin’ has that steady-rolling, midtempo lilt commonly found on an old
George Harrison record.
Then we’re straight into the heavy
grind of The Only One, elevated by
blistering lead guitar with vocals not
unlike Ozzy Osbourne in his prime.And
why not throw in a touching ditty about
his flame-haired girlfriend,
Orange Color Queen. This
may be just one Segall
album of many, but it’s one
of the best.
HHHH
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RATHER like Randy Newman or Tom
Waits, Eitzel offers a singular window on
a world gone wrong.
The American Music Club leader’s
first solo album since 2012’s excellent
Don’t Be A Stranger finds the 57-yearold’s mind focused and passionate after
a recent heart attack. As ever, he finds
fertile subject matter on the wrong side
of the tracks . . . the desperate gambler
of An Angel’s Wing Brushed The Penny
Slots . . . yet there’s also a song about
camp Mr Humphries from Are You Being
Served? Key is the sheer class of
producer Bernard Butler,
the one-time Suede
guitarist, who gives Eitzel’s
musings gorgeous settings.
HHH
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DOWN-TO-EARTH with a dry Northern
wit and with an almost spoken-word
delivery, Lucy Spraggan was an unlikely
favourite on The X Factor in 2012.
Since then she’s matured vocally and
garnered a following with three
excellent albums. This, her fourth, is
her most introspective and personal.
Opening track Fight For It tackles the
spectre of failure while elsewhere she
finds bittersweet victories in love, loss
and nostalgia. Grown Up is her musing
on passing of time delivered with a
universal touch: “Life gets better but
the hangovers get worse.”
Dear You is simple, pianoled and dealing with themes
of loneliness. Overall it’s a
triumph.
HHHú
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AT the beginning of last year, Bombay
Bicycle Club announced an indefinite
hiatus and news of its members’ various
side projects quickly followed.
Toothless is the moniker of the band’s
bassist Ed Nash, with bandmate Jack
Steadman taking on some of the
production duties. Nash has very much
landed on his own sound. Gentle,
almost whispered vocals act as a
component of each arrangement, rather
than being centre stage, and necessary
friction is introduced via unexpectedly
strident bass lines.References to
mythology and astronomy
are peppered throughout,
lending Nash’s lyrics an
otherworldliness.
HHHH
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Ty Segall

FAN power has helped to create
one of the most hotly anticipated
games of 2017.
Gamers put their hands in their pockets to get Yooka Laylee off the ground
then they played a major part in developing the story and characters.
Creative director Gavin Price reckons
they have blazed a trail for games in the
future. He said: “It was after we said that
we were going to do a 3D platform that
we noticed a lot of fans saying this
would be perfect for Kickstarter.
“I’ve backed a few Kickstarters
myself, the fans wanted it and the customer is always right so we decided to
try it. We didn’t have to ask for a crazy

amount as we had other lines of funding in place.”
He added: “We always had a
plans for what we wanted in the
game then Kickstarter let us
have a very close feedback
loop with all the fans who are
backers and lets them see features we want to include.
“We knew what we wanted in
the game — but we could
just make sure the backers
were happy too. Kickstarter
was new ground for us.
“Instead of having a few
managers we now have 80,000 and
they keep us in check and help guide

us.” Even the name had a bit of help
from the fans. Price admitted:
“It’s a funny story. We were
called Project Ukulele as a
working title then someone on
the team said what if we just
split it into two different words
and we saw that on the forums
as well. We thought that’s kind
of cool because we had gone
through a tonne of terrible
names — and I mean really
bad ones — early on. We
thought about it and it just
clicked.” Yooka Laylee has a
two-story theme with a number of different games. It tells the tale of two

EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW

unlikely heroes who are forced to work
together to take down their evil neighbours.
But Price loves the character designs
by Steve Mayles. He laughed: “We had
a handful of animals but Steve Mayles
sketched out a few designs and we saw
he was going very brave. We felt we
needed the animals to define the
gameplay more than in the past.”
Another big part is the comedy. Price
insisted: “That starts in the office and
grows from there. We’re constantly
bouncing jokes off each other and if it’s
really funny it goes in the game, but we
make sure everyone gets it.”
STUART CULLEN
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VAULTS know they are not
everyone’s cup of tea.

People seem really
positive about it

that would take us. Right from the
start the feedback was that our
original stuff was the best.
“Gradually we dropped cover
versions, replacing them with our
own songs. People say we are very
confident on stage. We don’t want
to sound arrogant, as we’re not,
but when we’re on stage we are in
the zone. Our age is a bit of a
challenge.
“We found it more difficult
getting gigs before we did our
debut video single but it’s opened
a few doors for us. The challenge
with venues isn’t just getting
ourselves in but also getting some
of our fans in as they tend to be
under 18 as well.”
Purple Orange has been key to
their development. A music shop,
rehearsal and recording facility
come venue, it’s a great hub for
showcasing new talent in West
Lothian. With long established
venue DreadnoughtRock also on
their doorstep, there’s been no
lack of encouragement for Pyro.
Connor added: “The two venues
have been very supportive. We
launched our debut single at the
Dreadnought. They opened on a
Thursday night just for us to hold
our launch party and they gave us
all the door money” With plans to
have a debut EP ready for April,
Pyro are currently concentrating
on gigging. They support London
rockers Heel at La Belle Angèle in
Edinburgh tomorrow night.
MORE: officialpyro.com
Jim presents a weekly showcase
of New Music on Amazing Radio
Sundays 2-4pm. See
amazingradio.com and
jimgellatly.com

RACING fans of the
90s are in for a treat
— Codemasters is bringing back Micro Machines.
Micro Machines World
Series will be heading to
Xbox One, PC and PS4 on
April 21. But you can’t have
a Micro Machines without
multiplayer! Well, World
Series will have FOURplayer local multiplayer
and can support up to 12
online. There’ll also be 12
vehicles.
SQAURE Enix have
announced a stunning link-up with Marvel.
They are working on a
number of titles using
their Crystal Dynamics
and Eidos Montreal studios. The first game will be
based on Avengers.

ONE2WATCH
By CHRIS SWEENEY

The London-based electro trio
jumped at the chance to warm-up
for the Paisley crooner, below, in
2015.
The band’s main songwriter Ben
Vella said: “All credit to Paolo.
“He took a risk putting us on.
Some of the gigs worked really well
but some of them, maybe we were
a bit too much of a challenge for
people.
“When it worked, it was amazing.
And Glasgow was certainly one
place where it worked.” Now the
group are coming back.
They hit Glasgow’s King Tut’s on
February 5. Ben, 36, raved: “Those
two nights with Paolo Nutini were
at the big Hydro.
“So King Tut’s will be a bit different. But we always have a good
laugh up there.”
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GAMES

NEW
MUSIC

WHO: Connor McCarthy (vocals /
drums), Cameron McLean (guitar /
vocals)
WHERE: Bathgate, West Lothian
For Fans of: Royal Blood, Led Zeppelin, Arctic Monkeys
JIM SAYS: I first stumbled across
Pyro playing some acoustic songs
at Purple Orange during last year’s
Bathgate Music Festival.
The duo’s enthusiasm and
energy struck me immediately.
Chatting to them afterwards, it
was a delight to discover just how
focused they were on their music,
and they promised to keep in
touch. True to their word they
passed on their debut single
Money as soon as it was ready.
A punchy blast of melodic rock, I
was hooked. It was straight on my
radio playlists. It’s tricky to avoid
comparisons with Royal Blood.
Like the Brighton-based stars,
they’ve got elements of blues and
garage rock. Not to mention being
a two-piece with a singing
drummer.
The Bathgate Academy pupils
have only been playing together
for around a year, but are already
starting to make an impact.
Cameron, 17, told me “We hooked
up at school in November 2015.
Although we are in different year
groups we had a common interest
in music. We were originally in a
four-piece school band. On the
day of a school concert they were
short of acts. We offered to jam on
stage as a duo to fill out the time.
Afterwards we decided this could
really work.” Connor, 16, continued
“We started playing gigs anywhere
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Hey Mr Ferryman

I Hope You Don’t Mind Me Writing

The Pace Of The Passing

1 Grand Theft Auto V
2 FIFA 17
3 Call Of Duty:
Infinite Warfare
4 Battlefield 1
5 Watch Dogs 2

A50 Wireless Headset

Xbox One, PS4 and PC £250

l

SUPER Bario has just
opened its doors in
Glasgow — and it’s a bar
for gamers!
This is Glasgow’s first
arcade bar — an idea that
started life as a Kickstarter
campaign.
I can’t think of a
better evening
than a nice cold
beer and some
high-score chasing on some
classic arcade
games like Tekken 3,
Ridge Racer or Sega Rally.
There are also a host of
pinball machines to test
your mettle.
Super Bario is on King
Street in Glasgow. Find
out more by following
@superbariogla
GET
the
latest
Xbox One update
— it will have a co-pilot mode so you can
use two controllers on
one player’s account at
the same time. Great
news for disabled
and
younger
gamers.

l

LONDON toy fair
Funko has unveiled a
number of new Pop!
figures that have gamers
chomping at the bit.
First up was the second
wave of the Overwatch
range — with the highlights being the D.VA figure in her mech and an
oversized Reinhardt.
There was also a second wave of Gears Of War
figures — with old man
Marcus and the Cole train
himself, Augustus Cole.
But the figure that steals
the show has to be Brumak. No word yet on price
but they will be out later
this year.

Theatre of Screams
RESIDENT Evil may have Resident Evil 7
been around for a while, Xbox One, PS4 and PC £44.99
but the makers have got the wife, Marguerite. She will become one
latest version fright on the of THE truly great terror characters in
gaming.
night.
But it is not just the family that’s out

They
have
looked
at
what
worked in the past then cranked
up the tension.

The result is a scream fest that will,
have you on the edge of your seat and
coming very close to calling for
Mummy.
You fill the boots of Ethan Winters,
an average Joe who gets a message
from his wife to meet her in Dulvey, a
fictional city in Louisiana.
But missus Mia has been missing for
three years and has been presumed
dead.
Once in Dulvey, there is a huge mansion but the hairs on the back of your
neck tell you things will not go well.
What follows is 10 hours of sweat-inducing battle to get Mia back and find
out what happened to her family — the
in-laws from hell.
They are the stars of the show —
each one is creepier than the last and
hunts you down in their own inimitable way.
There’s lumbering dad Jack and his

l

AUDI may have walked away from the
World Endurance Championship but they have set their
sights on dominating the
eSports world.
Professional Counter-Strike:
Global Offensive team Astralis
has landed a mega sponsorship
deal. The German firm has sponsored events in the past, like 24 Hours Of Le

to get you. My tip?
Stay away from the basement. I
will say no more because that
would need a spoiler alert.
The game is a first-person
view like Outlast and the Amnesia games.
You need puzzle pieces to
unlock your path to the next
area. They are all inspired by
classic scenes in the previous games
and you will enjoy the arsenal of
weapons at your disposal.
On top of the main story, there are

RAMP up
the terror by playing Resident Evil 7 on PS
VR. It is built into the PS4 edition and is slightly different from
the core game with more VRfriendly sections. You WILL be scared
and there nowhere to hide — and closing your eyes doesn’t cut it.

Forza but this is their first big investment in
eSports which as an industry has
seen a surge of mainstream
attention in the last year.
Audi will join the ranks of Visa,
Adidas and number of traditional
sports teams with their investment. According to Dot Esports,
the deal maybe worth around
£605,000. Ooft.

VHS tapes which one can be played to
unlock a playable chapter of another
character. It all fleshes out the backstory and gives you a break from the
constant pressure of Ethan’s tale.
The developers have done a stunning
job in creating a horrific look — everything is covered in dirt and
gunk. It causes chills.
The characters all have a look
that makes them seem sinister.
But it is the sound that will get
you jumping like a rabbit on
speed — from the banging doors
to the screams.
The only issue I found was that
the puzzles could be a little bit
on the easy side.
And I cannot stress enough how
much tension this game evokes — there
are echoes of Alien Isolation. It might
get so much that it actually forces you
to stop playing.
But that is a minor gripe is a game
that hits all its targets.
It is a return to form for the grandfather of scares and is a non-stop thrill
from start to finish.
However, if you’re like me you’ll have
to play with the lights on after the first
10 minutes.
HHHHH
STUART CULLEN
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CHARLIE Hoare’s Jum Jum’s YouTube
channel aims to inform and
entertain.
He’ll give you the lowdown on
games and leave you in doubt as
to whether he likes or hates a particular title.
His channel has been running
for nearly two years and focuses
on reviewing a wide range of games while

ASTRO make the Ferrari of gaming
headsets but they have raised the
bar with their A50 Wireless cans.
There are two versions — one
with green piping for Xbox One and
PC and blue piping for PS4 and PC.
The headset and charging dock
have a good solid finish. It will take
around 24 hours to charge up then
you will get about 15 hours worth of
gaming fun and the lack of wires
gives you a 30ft wanderzone.
Stop for a cuppa and you can pop
them on the charger for a top up.
The mic is built in and is tournament spec. If you want to mute yourself, you just push the mic up.
The headset is equipped with
Dolby 7.1 surround so you get a
great range of sound. We tested
them on Forza Horizon 3, Titanfall 2
and Resident Evil 7 and they all had
a great depth to the sound. In fact,
Resident Evil 7 was so scary we had
to put the light on just to check there
were no beasties in the room.
The headset is weighty but comfortable and all the controls are built
into the headset. Once you are used
to them you can dial in your settings
to get the perfect balance between
game and online chat.
You can also load pre-set and
custom settings if you connect it to
you PC and head to Astro’s website,
and if you want to use them with
your PC simply flip the switch on the
charging base, below, to PC and
you are good to go.
There are two downsides. You
don’t get noise isolation ear cups as
standard. They are a £40 extra
which is a bit cheeky when you are
forking out £250 in the first place.
And the instructions are rubbish
— one A3 poster with 1,000 languages. It took us ages to get them
set up and even involved watching a
couple of videos online. The fact
that they are on the Astro website at
all suggests we were not the first
people to struggle.
However that is not enough to
stop you loving your new bit of kit.
HHHHú
STUART CULLEN

making you laugh in the process. He
uploads at least one video per week
and his viewer base is growing
nicely.
He said: “If you’re ever bored,
and want to hear a sarcastic idiot
ramble on about video games,
stop by my YouTube channel”
He also does a pretty good
review. Search Jum Jum on YouTube

Read The Scottish Sun gaming column plus all the latest news, reviews and previews over at codecmoments.com

